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All services are offered on a fixed-fee basis.

Offerings
1 Day Introductory Seminar—Understand the 
practical and theoretical body of knowledge; 
and understand the actual practice of EA and its 
importance to building and maintaining highly 
effective agile organizations.

4 Day Practitioner Certification Workshop—
Provides the path to a globally recognized 
certification through hands-on participation in 
an EA Workshop, using proven principles and 
tools that is reviewed by experienced EACOE 
Enterprise Architecture Practitioners.

The EACOE Approach:
• Actual practice with EA

• Thorough understanding of EA theory

• Sound practical principles and skills

• Hands-on exercises reviewed by 
experienced EA architects

• Understanding of the right balance 
between business strategy and IT

• Integrated tools for practitioners to 
facilitate an EA implementation

• Globally recognized Enterprise Architect 
certification

We educate executives and practitioners on how to build an Enterprise 
Architecture.  Our work is based on sound principles formed from actual 

practice and applications, and a theoretical body of knowledge.

To build an Enterprise Architecture, human resources with the right knowledge are required. 
The Enterprise Architecture Center Of Excellence (EACOE) offers Enterprise Architecture (EA) 

Training, Education and Certification—providing you with hands-on experience and tools to develop 
organizational and individual skills essential for successful EA implementation.  We also provide a path 
to the globally recognized certification based on approaches that ensure alignment with current best 
practices.

To educate future practitioners, we use both formal and informal tools. The tools are based on a proven 
methodology that is backed by domain expertise which will allow your organization to find the delicate 
balance between information technology (IT) and business strategy.  To demystify the actual practice of 
EA, we equip individuals and organizations with the knowledge about the importance of aligning human 
and technology resources with the business strategy.

The EACOE methodology is based on the frame of reference/ontology outlined by John Zachman and  
The Enterprise Framework.
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